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INTRODUCTION
Hi Folks,
Welcome to BST Newsletter Edition 25 a busy issue with an introduction and 3 Final
Reviews, plus our normal weekly roundup, a posting in Scam Alert, Betting Advice and also a
contribution to Blogger’s Corner. Also some of you may have missed it? We have a New BST
Forum just click on the link below to start the ball rolling.
http://laytheodds.com/forum/index.php?/forum/77-betting-system-truths/

New Reviews
I have posted Sgt Tony’s introduction in full as he has had some issues with the service so I
thought it better to publish the entire entry.

Russell Gibbs’ Daily Tipping Service – Introduction
Hi Folks
James asked me to review this system recently. I got all of the details and started on the first
day and then found that the tipster, Russell Gibbs, was going on holiday that night! I kept
checking as to when he would return and started following his selections, but omitted to put the
results onto the blog, as I was trying to work out the best way to carry out the review. When I
explain how the system works, you may understand my dilemma, but at the end of the day I
have to hold my hands up and say that I should have started posting the review results much
earlier than this! However, I have been following the system and recording it, so that will
not be a problem.
The system provides a standard rate telephone line to call to receive the selections. There is
also a separate update line, which, as the name implies, gives later selections. Subscribers
should receive a text message letting them know when to call this update line, but I have never
received one. I have checked the update line quite regularly, but it is hit and miss as to whether
there will be selections there or not. In the early message for the day, Russell does sometimes
hint that there might be selections later in the day, but this is also not guaranteed. In addition,
the results displayed on the website (http://www.russellgibbs.co.uk/) are way out of date (22
September is the last result shown!) so there is no way of checking the selections given.
I have occasionally missed a day by being out of the country on business and found that there
is no way to catch up. I am in the process of trying to rectify this with the publishers, so will
update you as and when I hear from them.
The service costs £95 per month but the first month is offered at half price (£47.50) by way of
an introductory offer from Sportsworld Publishing. For your £95 per month Russell provides a
number of lay bets, which he advises that you back to £100 fixed liability. This is another
issue, as I use the Betfair SP to record the results, but it may, of course, be possible to get much
better prices during the day. He also provides a number of win and each way bets that he
advises you to back at £50 per win or £25 each way. He also sometimes combines these win
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and each way bets into multiples, but leaves you to decide what stakes to use. This makes it
almost impossible to record accurately, so I have decided to ignore this aspect of the selection,
but understand that this could produce very different results to his – if he published them in an
up to date manner! His results do show the advised price and the ISP but not how much money
was staked or how his cumulative bank is progressing – quite odd. To further complicate
matters, he also has a blog on the site in which he sometimes talks about his selections and how
they fared, but sometimes do not, so it is inconsistent in terms of being able to rely on it for
results. In addition, the last blog entry was 27 October, so it is not exactly timely either!
All in all, quite a complex service to review, but I will soldier on!
Kind regards
Tony
See Russell Gibbs Daily Tipping Service here:
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Russell_Gibbs/
In addition we have another Sams Lucky 9 Lays waiting to be assigned.

Final Reviews
We have 3 this week unfortunately none of them passed, one is in Neutral and 2 were sent to
jail!

Passed 5*Highly Recommended
None for the period November 1st to November 7th

Passed! Minimum 84 day Review
None for the period November 1st to November 7th

Software Review
None for the period November 1st to November 7th

Released On Bail (Neutral)
The Pointer Software -Reviewer Sgt Brendan
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Apologies with the delay for the pointer software review.
The pointer software will have to go into the neutral section. Now while it did not set the
world alight, it still made a profit albeit a small profit.
I actually liked this software the short time I was using it, before I went on the daily sheets. It
started on a really bright note with some lovely winners, and was ticking along nicely before
the owners decided to change the selection procedure to obtain less selections with a higher
strike rate along with a place selection service unfortunately this did not work, and admitted
they were wrong and for which they apologised. The place selections actually showed a profit
of just over 9 pts over a period of 47 days. The Pointer Software win selections showed a small
profit of 5.55 pts to BFSP. Now I was using the pointer software for another 30 days after the
review ended and the profits did increase and it did end on a 12/1 winner. This was back at the
original settings. Overall one cant help but think that there is little interest from the owners in
this product as they seem to have a lot of other products on the go at the moment and you only
have to go to the website to see that the last ‘results ‘ are shown from the 17th June.
The cost of the pointer software service works out at £59 every 2 months or £37.50 per month
and you also get a 14 day free trial to try out the pointer software. In order to have full use of
the software you do have to be a full member or the Racing Post, which works out at an extra
£7.50 per month.
Rating:
Cheers
Sgt Brendan
Final Review
ISP
BFSP

This Period
P/L
N/A
N/A

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
103.06 points
+ 3.06 points
105.55 points
+ 5.55 points

See The Pointer Software here:
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Tax_Free_Quid/

Failed and Jailed
Dream Lays - Reviewer Sgt Brendan
Well, this should come as no surprise, that Dream Lays is placed in the failed section, but first
let us remind us what the Dream lays service is about.
Dream Lays is, unsurprisingly, a laying service.
The Dream Lays service only seeks to ‘play’ when the odds of recommended horses fall into
certain odds parameters, as follows. There is a low range and a high range and, at the low end,
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Dream Lays subscribers would oppose horses priced between 5.9 and 7 on the exchanges. The
high range is between 12 and 17 in Betfair terms.
Each day, there are around ten to twenty possible selections, sometimes more and this is
whittled down to roughly three to five daily after the odds consideration has been applied.
The selections are emailed out to you or you can go to the members section to access the
selections, there were no problems on that account.
Dream Lays subscriptions are monthly, quarterly or annual, with a sliding scale of price
depending on how long you sign up for. The monthly ticket is £59, the quarterly £139, and the
annual price is £399.
The easiest way to use the Dream Lays service would be with a bot, where one would simply
enter the horses and the ranges and allow nature to take its course, although this was not
recommended by the vendors. Failing that, there is a requirement to track the pre-race markets
to check the odds. In fact, there is a slightly bigger problem than that.
It is recommended that dream lays subscribers back horses only where their Betfair SP resides
within a certain range. Unfortunately, the actual Betfair SP is not known until after the race has
started. Consequently, it is quite possible to occasionally bet horses outside of the range when
your bot or your judgment, says the horse will be within the Betfair SP scope. This is where I
had a big problem with this service, even if it had returned decent profits you were never going
to achieve the same results as advertised.
Going back to results while Aug was pretty decent with over 30 pts, September was a totally
nightmare to pardon the pun, over 100 pts down at one stage, how could the average punter
recover from that?
Oct is a strange one, while I showed a profit of over 15 Pts (up to Sat 23rd) then Dreamlays
showed a loss of over 18 pts .Why was this?
To be honest I made some mistakes myself I left 3 winning selections and losing selection
which made a difference of minus 3.3 pts but this is where I am confused and you can make of
it what you will, there were 7 more selections of which 3 were losing bets at the odds of 6.56,
14.31 and 6.2, these were 100% not in the emails that I received and this only came to light
when Dream Lays published their results at the end of the month, strange!

So there you have it, a loss of over 40 pts (my results) and a loss of over 70
pts there own results, nothing else for it but to put Dream Lays in the failed
section.
Cheers
Sgt Brendan
Final Review

This Period
P/L
N/A

Cumulative
£1000 Start Bank
P/L
£595.10
- £404.90

See Dreamlays here: http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Dream_Lays/
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Racing Secrets Exposed (Tips) - Reviewer Sgt Rob
Background
This Racing Secrets Exposed service is provided by Kris Jackman who created the Racing
Secrets Exposed Book which focuses on selecting horses to lay – for more information on this,
please refer to the posts on the blog called ‘Racing Secrets Exposed e-Book’.
The Racing Secrets Exposed tips service is provided by a daily email and contains selections
that Kris himself has pinpointed as ideal horses to lay.
The Racing Secrets Exposed tipping service costs £37 a month, with an initial payment of £7
the first month and payment is via Clickbank. This is for the ‘Platinum’ package, there is the
option of an upsell to the ‘Ultimate’ package but I want to concentrate on the results so let’s
move on.
The Betting Banks
I used 2 betting banks, each based on 100 pts where 1 pt = $10. Selections were layed on
Betfair for 1 pt each with an aim of winning 0.95 pts (£9.50) for each successful lay.
I used 2 banks for the following reason: The email containing the lay selections advised a
price that was trading on Betfair at that particular time; however the email was normally
received between 2 a.m. and 6 a.m. UK time.
As this price was likely to fluctuate before the off, I decided to use another bank based on the
Betfair Starting Price.
So the two banks were christened Early Bird (based on the email price) and BFSP (Betfair
Starting Price).
Some Statistics
In the 84 days of testing Racing Secrets Exposed Tips, 83 horses started a race.
16 horses actually won the race (unsuccessful lay): See table on next page.
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Date

Time

Course

Selection
Drift &
05/08/2010 06:10
Sandown
Dream
Piazza San
06/08/2010 04:00
Brighton
Pietro
Christmas
06/08/2010 07:25
Haydock
Carnival
10/08/2010 06:50 Nottingham
Rock Ace
12/08/2010 07:55
Chepstow
Bute Street
30/08/2010 04:45
Ripon
Amenable
31/08/2010 02:30
Ripon
Dark Ranger
02/09/2010 04:35
Epsom
Baralaka
08/09/2010 03:30
Uttoxeter
Bens Folly
10/09/2010 04:45
Chester
Rigidity
23/09/2010 05:30 Wolverhampton Take Away
24/09/2010 02:20
Worcester
Crystal Rock
28/09/2010 06:00
Newbury
Regal Park
30/09/2010 02:55
Ayr
Heartbreak
01/10/2010 04:50 Newmarket
Sarrsar
14/10/2010 06:50
Kempton
Cinderkamp
Average

BFSP

Early Bird

Pos

3.75

3.55

1st/8

5.10

4.10

1st/6

4.80

5.10

1st/7

3.45
5.6
7.4
12
3.8
7
2.8
2.62
6.6
2.48
5.2
5.1
3.85
5.10

3.60
9
8.8
11
2.78
6.6
4.6
4.4
5.3
2.42
5
5
6
5.45

1st/9
1st/10
1st/9
1st/11
1st/10
1st/11
1st/8
1st/12
1st/12
1st/8
1st/7
1st/15
1st/12
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This means that 67 horses lost the race for a successful lay with an average lay price of 7.17
(BFSP) and 6.06 (Early Bird).
The Results
The BFSP bank finished the trial at -2.85 pts (-£28.50).
The Early Bird bank finished the trial at -8.55 pts (-£85.50)
Of course, this needs to be put into context with the monthly payments for the Racing Secrets
Exposed Tips, which were £7 (month 1) and £37 twice (months 2 and 3). This adds up to £81
(or 8.1 pts).
So in reality, you can argue that for BFSP, you would be looking at -10.95 pts (-£109.50) and
for Early Bird, -16.65 pts (-£166.65)
Once again, this is based on 1pt = £10.
A final table
Bank

Selections Successful Strike Rate (%)

BFSP
Early Bird

83
83

67
67

80.72
80.72

Profit pts
-2.85
-8.55

Profit pts (with
subs)
-10.95
-16.65

Considerations
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In working how to rate Racing Secrets Exposed Tips, I’ve had a look over my spreadsheet.
Out of the 16 winners (unsuccessful lays), 10 of them came between 30/08/2010 and
01/10/2010. So much so, that the profit and loss for the 24 Racing Secrets Exposed selections
in that period amounted to -30.75 pts (BFSP) and -31.65 pts (Early Bird).
From 02/10/2010 to 20/10/2010 (end of trial), the system rallied with just 1 winner
(unsuccessful lay) in 16 selections amounting to a profit of +12.35 pts (BFSP) and +10.65 pts
(Early Bird).
So this tells me that it has good patches and bad patches…possibly the definition of any
laying system – but the bad patches have outweighed the good during this trial.
On 28/07/2010, Kris (system author) sent me an email informing the system was ‘just over 40
pts up for the year so far’ – no results were supplied to back this up (mind you I didn’t ask as it
was the start of the trial and I wanted to look forward, not back) and there are no results shown
anywhere on the Racing Secrets Exposed website, so I am unable to ascertain whether this is
correct – I would also make an assumption that the 40 pts doesn’t have deductions for the
monthly Racing Secrets Exposed subscriptions (which for the end of July would have
amounted to £229 (or 22.9 pts if using 1 pt = £10).
The Verdict
I can only base this on the 84 days that I have had to do the trial. I don’t know myself how
Racing Secrets Exposed Tips has performed in the past, and I don’t know how it will perform
in the future.
Based on the subscriptions, betting at £10 stakes would have left me a total of -£109.50
(BFSP) and -£166.50 (Early Bird).
Ramping those stakes up (and still including subscriptions), betting at £100 stakes would have
left me total of -£366 (BFSP) and -£936 (Early Bird).
Taking all this into account, I deem Racing Secrets Exposed Tips to have failed. I will award
it 2 stars based on there being no problems with the daily email not turning up. Also, the
system was rallying a bit in the last two weeks.
Whilst failing Racing Secrets Exposed for the period I tested it, I advise it should be retested
in the future with a view to seeing if the categorisation can be changed based on a new
reviewing period.
Rating:
Cheers, Sgt Rob
Final Review
Early Bird
BFSP

This Period
P/L
N/A
N/A

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
91.45 points
- 8.55 points
97.15 points
- 2.85 points

See Racing Secrets Exposed (Tips) here:
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Racing-Secrets-Exposed-Tips/
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SCAM ALERT
Auto Betting Monster Review Scam
This review was carried out by James Fitzmaurice as he is currently training Kirsten on how
to make them. Well first of all the best this piece of software could muster was to pass just 1
out of the 5 point BST MOT and that was for the 8 week guarantee through Clickbank.
So first James checked the whois and done Google checks, the identity of the vendors was
hidden so not a good start. Now clicking on the Clickbank pay button James was able to find
other products sold by the vendors such outstanding systems as Betting Maximiser and Betting
Slasher, only joking folks all these were exposed as scams already by BST, all go through the
same up sell methods to extract your hard earned money.
Now it has a video showing shots of various amounts of money in Betfair but as we all know
these can be easily made up. Although these ones were quite good it doesn’t prove anything as
James said if they have gone to the trouble of making a video then why not actually show
themselves logging into Betfair and going to the accounts from there. The bank statements
from Barclays Bank are suspect as the actual colour of the text for the Account holder is
completely different from the other text on the statement.
Although the advertising does not go overboard with showing flash cars, big houses and the
like it still makes outrageous profit claims of £21,000 plus and earn over £8000 per month etc.
Now despite all this success it has no results to download, where is the proof? Nothing!
So it passed the money back guarantee part because it has an 8 week Cast Iron Guarantee
through Clickbank, is it really Cast Iron? Certainly not! Because unless you are on your guard
these scammers can give you the run-around, how? by giving you a support ticket, if you are
lucky you may get a reply from the scammer’s support probably offering you extra worthless
stuff to appease you or telling you wait a few weeks things will get better, in other words
killing time. Before you know it your guarantee has lapsed and goodbye money; solution is go
straight for Refunds from Clickbank, avoid anything to do with vendors, you have been
warned. Final thoughts:

It goes without saying that you should in “James” terminology. Avoid Auto
Betting Monster like the plague!

News About All The Reviews
This section covers all the current reviews being conducted and just gives a quick insight how
each review is performing. All the figures quoted below cover the period November 1st to
November 7th.

Betfair ATM - Reviewer Sgt Dave
Another good week a total of 46 selections produced 42 winning bets a Strike Rate of
91.30% and produced a profit of 12.64 points.
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Upto day 49

This Period
P/L
+ 12.64 points
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Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
176.73 points
+ 76.73 points

See Betfair ATM here: http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Betfair_ATM/

Coopys - Reviewer Sgt Thomas
The last entry from Sgt Thomas was on the 1st November and so we only have an entry for
Day 34 which produced a profit of 7.75 points, now the service is in profit overall by 4.61
points so maybe it can now progress from here.
Upto day 34

This Period
P/L
+ 7.75 points

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
104.16 points

P/L
+ 4.61

Click here to see Coopys: http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Coopys/

Fisher Roulette Software - Reviewer Sgt Tommy
Right the Live Casino have been removed as Sgt Tommy has discovered that limits of $100
max applied to red/black so some of the profits taken into account in the totals are now null and
void, currently he is trying to establish from the author as to what Live Casino’s he uses. On to
Bet Voyager we only have Days 38 to 40 inclusive covered which had no losses and made a
profit of 206 points.
Upto day 40
Bet Voyager

This Period
P/L
+ 206.00 points

Cumulative
2000 point Start Bank
P/L
3193.00 points
+ 1193.00 points

Click here to see Fisher Roulette Software:
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Fisher_Roulette_Software/

Format Racing - Reviewer Sgt Tommy
Even worse than last week with the system recording a loss of 16.35 points for the period a
total of 107 qualifying races with 50 wins. With over 66% of the bank gone not much hope for
this one, hopefully Sgt Tommy will put this one to rest in 10 days time.
Upto day 46

This Period
P/L
- 15.35 points

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
32.93 points
- 67.07 points

See FR Method here:
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Format_Racing_Method/
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Graeme Murray Gold Lays - Reviewer Sgt Thomas
No updates on this one since November 1st.
Upto day 36
Plan A
Plan B

This Period
P/L
N/A
N/A

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
108.55 points
+ 8.55 points
101.90 points
+ 1.90 points

Click here to see Graeme Murray’s Gold Lays:
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Graeme_Murrays_Gold_Lays/

Laying Autumn Profits - Reviewer Sgt Tony
Oh well the improvement did not continue out of 14 selections 9 were winning lays so that is
a 64.28% Strike Rate and a small loss of 0.70 points for the period.
Upto day 44

This Period
P/L
- 0.70

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
103.93 points
+ 3.93 points

Click here to see Laying Autumn Profits:
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Laying_Autumn_Profits/

Lunchtime Profits Alert - Reviewer Sgt Jon
Figures below are for week 5, only 3 selections with 2 winning so a 66.66 % strike rate; the
last entry from Sgt Jon was on November 2nd.
Week 5
3 selections
Strike Rate

2 winners
66.66%

Cumulative Strike Rate
12 Selections
6 Winners
Strike Rate
50.00%

See Lunchtime Profits Alert here:
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Lunchtime_Profit_Alerts/

Michael’s Place Lay Formula - Reviewer Sgt Thomas
Last entry from Sgt Thomas was on November 1st.
Upto day 34
Level Stakes
Staking Plan

This Period
P/L
N/A
N/A

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
115.25 points
+ 15.25 points
122.85 points
+ 22.85 points

See Michael’s Place Lay Formula here:
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Place_Lay_Formula/
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Place Profits - Reviewer Sgt Jon
We only have Days 37 to 39 inclusive covered as the last entry from Sgt Jon was on the
morning of Friday November 5th. For the 3 days a total of 11 selections of which 7 were
winning bets so that is a Strike Rate of 63.65%. Place Profits 1 made a profit of 2.66 points and
Place Profits 2 a small loss of 0.18 points.
Upto day 39
Place Profits 1
Place Profits 2

This Period
P/L
+2.66 points
-0.18 points

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
109.96 points
+ 9.96 points
99.65 points
- 0.35 points

See Place Profits here: http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Place_Profits/

Russell Gibbs- Daily Tipping Service - Reviewer Sgt Tony
No entries from Sgt Tony as yet, a table will be placed when once it’s known how the bets
from this service are going to be worked out.
See Russell Gibbs Daily Tipping Service here:
http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Russell_Gibbs/

Soccer Overs - Reviewer Sgt Rich
A not so good week for this service with 6 winning bet from 11 selections a 54.54% Strike
Rate leading to a loss of 6.7 points on Advised Odds and 8.68 points on Betfair. Overall the
service is doing well and is still making a good profit. Like all system or service that centres
around low odds a high Strike Rate is essential; let’s see if it can resume winning ways next
week.
Upto day 35
Advised Odds
Betfair

This Period
P/L
-6.7 points
- 8.68 points

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
206.60 points
+ 106.60 points
192.53 points
+ 92.53 points

Click here to see Soccer Overs: http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Soccer_Overs/

Soccer Tips Software - Reviewer Sgt Brendan
Only 3 selections this week with 2 of those winning but the odds were so short that it resulted
in a small loss of 0.38 points.
Upto day 38

This Period
P/L
-0.38

Cumulative
20 point Start Bank
24.07 points

P/L
+ 4.07 points

See Soccer Tips Software here:
http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Soccer_Tips_Software/
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The Wizard Of Odds - Reviewer Sgt Thomas
Last post made by Sgt Thomas was on November 1st, this one could be ready for a Final
Review looking at the minus figures and the fact it has completed 56 days.
Upto day 56
Level Stakes
Staking Plan

This Period
P/L
N/A
N/A

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
97.16 points
- 2.84 points
65.79 points
- 34.21 points

See The Wizard Of Odds here: http://bettingsystemtruths.com/review/Wizard_Of_Odds/

Tyche Windfall - Reviewer The Commissioner
The Commissioner will update this one very soon.
Upto End of
September
BSP

This Period
P/L
N/A

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
118.10 points

P/L
+ 18.10 points

See Tyche Windfall here: http://irec.ommend.com/tyche/

Blogger’s Corner
Pleased to say we had a contribution for the Blogger’s Corner this week. Thank you Steve for
your contribution.
Blogger’s Corner.
I would just like to say, that BST is the bee’s knees, and would like bloggers corner
to continue.
The most I would like from the people who give us these systems and so forth is a
new backing software, like Boxform, Compunter and Others
I know Form pro has come out and I find this is good for laying bets more than backing.
So come on all you computer programmers bring us some new backing material.
Cheers
Steve
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Betting Advice
Are You a Butterfly ? And if so What Type are You?
May sound like a strange question what has it got to do with betting? We don’t bet on them
do we, No! But I bet some people would out there! No we are not talking Red Admirals or
White Cabbage butterflies here but it can describe 98% of the punters from 3 different angles
one is as follows:

The Service/System Butterfly
This is an easy one the punter that flies from one service or system to another because they
have not won money or not become instantly wealthy in the first few weeks. They do not even
give any one of the product or service a chance “oh that one over there looks better I will fly
over there now”. It is true a very large percentage of the betting products or services on the
market are only fit for the recycle bin, but a few decent ones exist but how would this type of
punter butterfly find them they are to busy flying all over the place to even notice. The sad fact
is this applies to so many of you out there.

The Back everything Butterfly
Now these are the types who would back two butterflies flying if there was nothing else to
bet on. So what does this kind of butterfly punter do basically everything in betting terms,
backs on every sport be it football, horse racing, greyhounds etc and if they are in a betting
shop in between the sporting events why not have a go on the fruit machines. You think I am
joking next time you go to the bookies just observe you will surprised, but of course they can
do all this online as well plus casino’s, poker etc. the list goes on and on. Now a serious
question what chance do they have of any success, and how many different sports do you bet
in? I am not saying you should not have some variety but do not over do it. Even when you do
find a couple of sports say football and Horse Racing try to break them down further and
specialise if you really want to try get one over on the bookies or on your rival punters on the
exchanges. If you take the National Hunt you could specialise in long distance races and if you
want to take it a step further even just concentrate on either Chases or Hurdles not both. Of
course we have only talked from the angle of say doing your own form study.
If you do not fancy or do not have the time do no your own ratings, form study what ever
your method of selection then you can go for the services or systems that cover the sports you
are interested in, you never know if you have gained a good knowledge in your field of interest
you could even improve them by adding your own ideas.

The All Sorts Butterfly
This is probably similar to the others but this applies to how you bet now this punter places
every type of bet win, lay bet, forecast, Yankees etc, they will do ante post, In Play want to do
trading as well the latter two being very specialised. How do they expect to master them with
everything else they’ve got on. You could say that In Play and Trading are similar well the
answer to that is yes and no, because some punters will have traded out before the race has
even started others will trade out during the race. In Play you are confined to when the race is
actually being run of course the markets here move quickly especially on the flat and does take
14
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a lot of getting used to and can only be obtained through experience just look at the Betfair
ATM review. Of course you can back/lay In Play or Trade in other sports like football and
once again knowledge in the chosen sport would be an advantage.
Maybe we have sidetracked from the original theme here but you should keep to the same
type of bets as we know a single bet is the best for the punter long term and of course multiples
are the bookies best friend. In this category you could include staking as well where the punters
stakes are completely random has no plan, no bank as such just use what ever money is
available at the time. So do you fit this category?

How not to be a Butterfly
Become a POSER what does that mean read below:
P = Persistency. Something that separates the truly successful punter from the 98% of the also
rans out there. It takes months to build a successful portfolio there will be
losses along the way, systems etc will be discarded but if you persist you will
achieve your goal.
O = Orderly.
Be orderly in everything you do with your betting keep records, notes etc.
S = Specialise. Try to find areas of betting where you can specialise in as already mentioned
above it can be specialising in a certain sport, or even areas within the sport.
You can also specialise in the type of betting sticking to In Play, laying, win
Betting, it’s okay to have a mix of say two but do not go overboard.
E = Evenly.
Applies to your stakes keep to the same level on your bets, if you have a.
points system say for strength of the bet do not deviate, keep to your chosen
method. So make sure everything on an even keel as regards your stakes.
R = Regularity. Make sure you bet with regularity. Why - if you miss out on a day it could be
the day the service or system hits a purple patch and you miss out. This could
apply to bets as well, say your normal bet is a win single because you are
down you decide to start betting double, trebles whatever, stick to your
regular bet in the long term you have a better chance of success.

League Tables
Unfortunately we only have 3 service/systems left and 2 of those had no entries for this week
so no lay league tables this week, hopefully we will have some new reviews coming and get
more entries next week.

Next Week
Well we should have a final review next week and hopefully some new reviews to look at.
Of course we are always on the lookout for any articles that would make interesting reading for
you folks and don’t forget you can contribute your own thoughts, views whatever through
Blogger’s Corner, which will remain part of the newsletter as long you folks keep contributing.
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Signing Off For Another Week
Well this is Betting System Guru signing off and I hope that you have enjoyed or found some
of the content within this newsletter to be useful. I thank you for taking the time to read it and
that you can see we are trying to expand the content every week. So take care and remember
to look out for the BST newsletter in your e-mails on November 17th. Until then folks take
care and happy & successful punting.

Regards
Betting System Guru
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